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JAPAN'S SACRED LADDER

Kabbalah, meaning 'receive' is about life - its source, purpose and divine plan. As a
living tradition, in its classical and contemporary form, it is relevant to every nation and culture,
providing a path to Self knowledge.
The perennial principles expressed in the diagrams of the Tree of Life and Jacob’s Ladder
define four levels within existence - physical, psychological, spiritual and divine. During the two
weekend workshops we shall observe these principles at work in ourselves, in our lives and
collectively in schools of the soul.
The Toledano line of Kabbalah is an invaluable reformulation of this enduring tradition and
thanks to the devotion and work of our teacher, Warren Kenton (Z'ev ben Shimon Halevi), the
teaching has been reformulated for our era, integrating science, psychology and art and recorded in
14 books. It is the foundation from which we pass on the knowledge.
Kurt Browne and Joanna Lapage-Browne
Kurt and Joanna have studied and worked in the Toledano Tradition School of the Soul, founded by Z’ev ben
Shimon Halevi (Warren Kenton), since the early 1970’s. Kurt is originally from Trinidad in the Caribbean and Joanna
was brought up in Northern Nigeria and then returned there to work. They live and work in London and have a son,
two daughters and five grandchildren. They run Kabbalah groups together, in their home in NW London as they have
done for the past 28 years, and also run courses internationally.

EAST MEETS WEST
The universal principles of the psychological world, linking heaven and earth, are the same for all humanity,
but are expressed differently in each culture and nation. In this workshop eastern and western attitudes will be
considered respectively.
When we are born, our ego develops according to cultural and religious conditioning. On entering interior
work, individuation begins while walking the path of honesty. Spiritual insights come with practice and experience and perhaps we may glimpse into our fate, destiny and the divine order.
During the two days we shall explore the interior world of emotions, ideas and the collective unconscious in
order to better understand our individual purpose in life.
SATURDAY
Introduction – principles of Kabbalah
Body Psyche relationship
Conditioning – family, culture, society
Meditation

SUNDAY
The work of a kabbalist
Psyche Spirit relationship
Meditation

*********************************

SCHOOL OF THE SOUL
MAY 18TH – 19TH TOKYO
Esoteric schools provide teaching, training and companionship for those who choose the path of
individuation.
In order to evolve, we must break free from the slavery of habit and conditioning. To do this we
need an experienced teacher, a genuine school and the support of a working group during the
journey.
Using kabbalistic principles, we shall examine the approaches of Action, Devotion and
Contemplation and the subtle dangers and benefits of being part of a School of the Soul.
SATURDAY
Introduction – principles of Kabbalah
A living school
The way of action
The way of devotion

SUNDAY
The way of contemplation
Meditation
Heaven meets earth

